
SEW FROM THE HEART STUDENT SUPPLY LIST 

Class:   Quick Quilt Club: “Diamonds at Large” 

Teacher:  Ellen Speranzo   E-mail: esperanzo@cox.net 

    
 
CLASS DESCRIPTION: This is another in our series of “precuts” classes that utilizes jelly rolls, 
layer cakes, charms, etc. to make selecting and cutting your fabrics easier. “Diamonds at Large” 
is a unique quilt in that it requires only 1 layer cake and backing fabric. The borders and binding 
are created from the layer cake scraps….so no waste! (A Layer Cake is a collection of forty 
coordinating 10x10” squares.) This project is from the book Layer Cake, Jelly Roll and Charm 
Quilts and the finished quilt is 45 x 60”. 
 
CATEGORY: Quilting_X__ Embroidery___ Software___ Garment___ Fiber Arts___ Other___ 
 
SKILL LEVEL: Beginner_X__ Confident Beginner___ Intermediate___ Advanced___ 
 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED: (Be sure to purchase early) 

 Book: Layer Cake, Jelly Roll and Charm Quilts by Pam & Nicky Lintott 

(pp. 24-29) required 

 1 layer cake (at least 18 squares should be light, and 18 dark) 

 ¼ yard for flange if desired (dark green on sample quilt, not in book) 

 Backing 52 x 66” (2 3/4 yards) 

 Borders and binding will be cut from the layer cake 

 Batting 52 x 66” 

 Rotary cutter with new blade 

 Cutting mat (at least 12 x 18”) 

 18 or 24” ruler 

 Cotton or poly piecing thread, neutral color 

 Thread for quilting (may select later) 

 Plastic flannel-backed tablecloth to use as a design wall 

 Optional: small craft or travel iron and pressing mat…a huge time-saver! 
 
 
To save time, please do the following before class: 
See page 26 and follow the cutting directions in column 1 where you will cut one 2½” 
strip off 36 layer cake squares. 

 
If you are a new quilter and cannot do the cutting at home I will help you in class. 
 
 
SEWING MACHINE?: Yes_X__ No___ EMBROIDERY MODULE?: Yes___ No_X__ 

Feet Required: #37 or 57, walking foot, BSR if desired for quilting 
Single-hole throat plate and knee lift are really helpful. 

 
Basic Sewing Supplies:  Yes_X__ No___ This includes: Good quality fabric scissors, small scissors or 
thread nips, straight pins, 6” seam gauge or ruler, seam ripper, fabric marker, assorted machine needles, 
pen and paper for notes, any other items you commonly use.  Please call us with questions. 

 
 


